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Hund’s metals
Nat Mat 10, 932 (2011)

and many 
more…
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Iron-based superconductors
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- relevant block: Fe-ligand (As, Se, Te) 
buckled plane 
- tetragonal/orthorhombic symmetry

Itinerant electrons:
- DFT gives correct FS topology     

(compensated semi-metal)
- multi-orbital: 5 bands (Fe 3d) at the  

Fermi level (W~4÷5eV)  
- Partially lifted degeneracy (crystal-
field splitting ~0.4eV) 
- n=6 conduction electrons

- Nesting of  FS pockets provides 
SDW and spin-fluctuations induce 
SC pairing (S±-wave)

Iron-based superconductors



DFT + multi-orbital Hubbard model

Intra-orbital interaction Inter-orbital interaction
U’<U

for opposite spins

Inter-orbital interaction
U’-J<U’<U

for parallel spins

In correlated solids typically    J=0.1÷0.2U
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J: “Hund’s coupling”

Methods we use to solve it:
DMFT, Slave-spins MF,…

For a review of  Hund’s induced correlations: A. Georges, LdM, J. Mravlje, Ann. Rev. Cond. Mat. 4, 137 (2013)



Hund’s rules
Aufbau

21Sc 
22Ti 
23V 
24Cr 
25Mn 
26Fe 
27Co 
28Ni 
29Cu 
30Zn 

3d# 4s#
Hund’s Rules

In open shells:

1. Maximize total spin S
2. Maximize total angular

momentum T
(3. Dependence on J=T+S, 
Spin-orbit effects)
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Fig. 1. (Color online.) (a) Resistivity curves of the 122-compound Ba(Fe1!xCox)2As2 for different Co concentrations (from [6]). The evolution of the su-
perconducting transitions can be easily determined. Anomalies of the resistivity allow one to determine both the structural and the magnetic transition 
temperatures by looking at the temperature derivative of resistivity as shown in (b) and to build up the phase diagram of this compound as a function of 
Co substitution (c).

to the very rich 122 BaFe2As2 family which has been the most extensively studied system since superconductivity can be 
obtained by very different routes – electron or hole doping, isovalent substitution and pressure. Another compound that 
is particularly interesting is the 111 compound LiFeAs since it is the only nearly stoichiometric compound, together with 
NaFeAs and KFe2As2, which is superconducting without any substitution. Moreover, due to the neutral surface of LiFeAs after 
cleaving, one does not expect any influence of the surface on the electronic states. Therefore the data of surface sensitive 
probes such as angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) are very well representative of the bulk properties [7].

2. 122 compounds

Among the 122 system, BaFe2As2 appears as the prototypical iron pnictide compound as superconductivity can be in-
duced either by substitution on the iron site (electron doping by Co or Ni [8–10]; isovalent substitution by Ru [11,12]), 
substitution on the Ba site (hole doping by potassium substitution [13]) or substitution on the As site (isovalent phosphorus 
substitution [14–16]) (more references can be found in the paper of Martinelli et al. [18]). This provides an exceptional play-
ground to study the different modifications of the electronic structure and their consequences on the transport properties. 
Albeit less studied, all these substitutions are also possible in the SrFe2As2 family and display a lot of similarities with the 
behavior observed in the BaFe2As2 family.

However substitution effects in the CaFe2As2 family appear quite different, probably related to the existence of the 
collapsed tetragonal phase observed in the pure CaFe2As2 under pressure. Although onsets of superconducting transition 
temperatures as high as 47 K, the maximum so far among the 122 family, were observed by aliovalent substitution into 
the alcaline earth site of CaFe2As2 single crystals [17], there is some doubt about the bulk nature of this superconductivity. 
Moreover the morphology of these crystals appear to be strongly dependent on the annealing conditions and not very 
reproducible [19]

2.1. Parent compounds and electron doping on iron site by transition metal substitution

Iron substitutions by atoms situated at the right of iron in the periodic table are expected to electron dope the system. 
This was clearly evidenced by ARPES measurements [22,24] which showed that the areas of the hole bands decrease and 
those of the electron bands increase upon Co or Ni substitution, contrary to some theoretical proposals [25]. Moreover as 
shown in Fig. 2, the phase diagrams for these two substitutions match with each other if they are plotted as a function 
of electron doping, showing unambiguously that each Co (Ni) atom adds one (two) electron(s) to the bands. The same 
observation was found for Rh and Pd substitutions [26].

2.1.1. Transport in the high-temperature paramagnetic phase
Resistivity As already pointed out above, the effect of electron doping does not appear on the resistivity curves straight-
forwardly. First let us note that the iron pnictides were sometimes qualified as “bad metals” due to the fact that their 

F. Rullier-Albenque, Comptes
Rendus Physique 17 (2016) 164-187

Multi-orbital fermi-liquid metals
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FIG. 13: (Color online) (Top panel) Magnetic and structural
phase diagram of electron-doped Ba(Fe1�xCox)2As2 and hole-
doped Ba1�xKxFe2As2 with the superconducting critical tem-
peratures, Tc (squares), Néel temperatures, TN (stars) and
structural transition temperatures, Ts (circles). The x-axis
is normalized to the charge carrier per iron atom. Data for
the electron-doped side where the transition temperatures are
represented with open symbols are taken from Ref [50]. The
error bars for TN and Ts values in the hole-doped side are
within the symbols. The dashed line enveloping the super-
conducting dome represents the Lindhard function taken from
Ref [33]. (Bottom panel) Charge carrier dependence of the As-
Fe-As bond angles for both electron- and hole-doping. Solid
triangles represent the results of our neutron di�raction study
at 1.7K for the hole-doped Ba1�xKxFe2As2. At this temper-
ature one of the As-Fe-As angles splits due to orthorhombic
distortion below x = 0.3. Therefore, we took the average of
these two splitting angles. The As-Fe-As bond angle data for
the electron doped side is taken from Ref [51]. Solid lines are
guide to the eye.

electrons [45]. However, the idea of microscopic phase co-
existence was more controversial in Ba1�xKxFe2As2 be-
cause of local probe measurements that seemed to indi-
cate a phase separation into mesoscopic regions of mag-
netism and superconductivity [30,31]. Since the most re-
cent µSR data are also consistent with microscopic phase
coexistence [32], it appears that the earlier reports may
have been due to compositional fluctuations close to the
phase boundaries and that microscopic phase coexistence
has now been confirmed.

Finally, we discuss the electron-hole asymmetry in the
phase diagram, shown in Fig. 13, where we have added
data from the literature [50,51] to allow a comparison
with the more commonly studied electron-doped super-
conductors. In this phase diagram, the x-axis is normal-
ized to the number of charge carriers per Fe atom. Neu-
pane et al have recently suggested that this asymmetry is
due to di�erences in the e�ective masses of the hole and

electron pockets [33]. This is justified by ARPES data
that show that hole doping can be well described within a
rigid band approximation [52]. An ab initio calculation of
the Lindhard function of the non-interacting susceptibil-
ity at the Fermi surface nesting wavevector shows exactly
this asymmetry, with a peak at x � 0.4 where the max-
imum Tc occurs. Our recent inelastic neutron scattering
measurements of the resonant spin excitations that are
also sensitive to Fermi surface nesting have shown a simi-
lar correlation between the strength of superconductivity
and the mismatch in the hole and electron Fermi surface
volumes [34], that is responsible for the fall of the Lind-
hard function at high x. An overall envelope may be
drawn (dashed line in Fig. 13) to encompass both the
hole and electron superconducting domes of the phase
diagram. If anything, the Lindhard function underesti-
mates the asymmetry, predicting a larger superconduct-
ing dome on the electron-doped side. We attribute this
behavior to the fact that the iron arsenide layers remain
intact in the potassium substituted series, whereas Co
substitution for Fe disturbs the contiguity of the FeAs4
tetrahedra and interferes with superconductivity in these
layers.

Interestingly, the maximum overall Tc also correlates
with the perfect tetrahedral angle of � 109.5⇥ as demon-
strated in the bottom panel of Fig. 13. In the plot, aver-
age <As-Fe-As> bond angles for our K-substituted series
have been extracted from the Rietveld refinements. The
As-Fe-As bond angles for BaFe2�xCoxAs2 are extracted
from the literature [51]. The continuity of the bond an-
gles across the electron-doped and hole-doped sides of the
phase diagram is remarkable and the crossing of the two
independent angles at x � 0.4 to yield a perfect tetrahe-
dron and maximum Tc is clear. This has been remarked
before in other systems [35,53]. It is possible that these
two apparently distinct explanations for the maximum
Tc are two sides of the same coin. In a theoretical anal-
ysis of the 1111 compounds [38], it has been suggested
that the pnictogen height is important in controlling the
energies of di�erent orbital contributions to the d-bands
and so a�ect the strength of the interband scattering that
produces superconductivity.

We now turn our attention to the SDW region of the
phase diagram. While it is clear that spin-density-wave
order has to be suppressed in order to allow supercon-
ductivity to develop, it is not immediately clear what
is responsible for the suppression. Both the strength of
magnetic interactions and superconductivity, at least in
an itinerant model, depend on the same Lindhard func-
tion [54], the former on the peak in the susceptibility at
the magnetic wavevector, and the latter on an integral
over the Fermi surfaces. It would seem therefore that
the magnetic transition temperature should also peak
at x � 0.4. One intriguing reason why it would peak
at x = 0 is because magnetic order is more sensitive
to disorder-induced suppression of the peak susceptibil-
ity whereas superconductivity is more robust. There is
some support for this idea from the observation that iso-
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Fe-superconductors: specific heat
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- the same interaction parameters 

(U=2.7eV, J/U=0.25) capture the 
whole material trend

- DFT results are completely off: 
strong correlations
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FIG. 13: (Color online) (Top panel) Magnetic and structural
phase diagram of electron-doped Ba(Fe1�xCox)2As2 and hole-
doped Ba1�xKxFe2As2 with the superconducting critical tem-
peratures, Tc (squares), Néel temperatures, TN (stars) and
structural transition temperatures, Ts (circles). The x-axis
is normalized to the charge carrier per iron atom. Data for
the electron-doped side where the transition temperatures are
represented with open symbols are taken from Ref [50]. The
error bars for TN and Ts values in the hole-doped side are
within the symbols. The dashed line enveloping the super-
conducting dome represents the Lindhard function taken from
Ref [33]. (Bottom panel) Charge carrier dependence of the As-
Fe-As bond angles for both electron- and hole-doping. Solid
triangles represent the results of our neutron di�raction study
at 1.7K for the hole-doped Ba1�xKxFe2As2. At this temper-
ature one of the As-Fe-As angles splits due to orthorhombic
distortion below x = 0.3. Therefore, we took the average of
these two splitting angles. The As-Fe-As bond angle data for
the electron doped side is taken from Ref [51]. Solid lines are
guide to the eye.

electrons [45]. However, the idea of microscopic phase co-
existence was more controversial in Ba1�xKxFe2As2 be-
cause of local probe measurements that seemed to indi-
cate a phase separation into mesoscopic regions of mag-
netism and superconductivity [30,31]. Since the most re-
cent µSR data are also consistent with microscopic phase
coexistence [32], it appears that the earlier reports may
have been due to compositional fluctuations close to the
phase boundaries and that microscopic phase coexistence
has now been confirmed.

Finally, we discuss the electron-hole asymmetry in the
phase diagram, shown in Fig. 13, where we have added
data from the literature [50,51] to allow a comparison
with the more commonly studied electron-doped super-
conductors. In this phase diagram, the x-axis is normal-
ized to the number of charge carriers per Fe atom. Neu-
pane et al have recently suggested that this asymmetry is
due to di�erences in the e�ective masses of the hole and

electron pockets [33]. This is justified by ARPES data
that show that hole doping can be well described within a
rigid band approximation [52]. An ab initio calculation of
the Lindhard function of the non-interacting susceptibil-
ity at the Fermi surface nesting wavevector shows exactly
this asymmetry, with a peak at x � 0.4 where the max-
imum Tc occurs. Our recent inelastic neutron scattering
measurements of the resonant spin excitations that are
also sensitive to Fermi surface nesting have shown a simi-
lar correlation between the strength of superconductivity
and the mismatch in the hole and electron Fermi surface
volumes [34], that is responsible for the fall of the Lind-
hard function at high x. An overall envelope may be
drawn (dashed line in Fig. 13) to encompass both the
hole and electron superconducting domes of the phase
diagram. If anything, the Lindhard function underesti-
mates the asymmetry, predicting a larger superconduct-
ing dome on the electron-doped side. We attribute this
behavior to the fact that the iron arsenide layers remain
intact in the potassium substituted series, whereas Co
substitution for Fe disturbs the contiguity of the FeAs4
tetrahedra and interferes with superconductivity in these
layers.

Interestingly, the maximum overall Tc also correlates
with the perfect tetrahedral angle of � 109.5⇥ as demon-
strated in the bottom panel of Fig. 13. In the plot, aver-
age <As-Fe-As> bond angles for our K-substituted series
have been extracted from the Rietveld refinements. The
As-Fe-As bond angles for BaFe2�xCoxAs2 are extracted
from the literature [51]. The continuity of the bond an-
gles across the electron-doped and hole-doped sides of the
phase diagram is remarkable and the crossing of the two
independent angles at x � 0.4 to yield a perfect tetrahe-
dron and maximum Tc is clear. This has been remarked
before in other systems [35,53]. It is possible that these
two apparently distinct explanations for the maximum
Tc are two sides of the same coin. In a theoretical anal-
ysis of the 1111 compounds [38], it has been suggested
that the pnictogen height is important in controlling the
energies of di�erent orbital contributions to the d-bands
and so a�ect the strength of the interband scattering that
produces superconductivity.

We now turn our attention to the SDW region of the
phase diagram. While it is clear that spin-density-wave
order has to be suppressed in order to allow supercon-
ductivity to develop, it is not immediately clear what
is responsible for the suppression. Both the strength of
magnetic interactions and superconductivity, at least in
an itinerant model, depend on the same Lindhard func-
tion [54], the former on the peak in the susceptibility at
the magnetic wavevector, and the latter on an integral
over the Fermi surfaces. It would seem therefore that
the magnetic transition temperature should also peak
at x � 0.4. One intriguing reason why it would peak
at x = 0 is because magnetic order is more sensitive
to disorder-induced suppression of the peak susceptibil-
ity whereas superconductivity is more robust. There is
some support for this idea from the observation that iso-
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Selective correlation strength: 
strongly and weakly correlated electrons coexisting

(high-T tetragonal phase)

LdM, Giovannetti, Capone, PRL 2014  “Selective Mott Physics as a Key to Iron Superconductors”

LdM, Weak AND strong correlations in Fe-SC, in “Iron-based Superconductivity”, Springer book 2015 



Fe-superconductors: local moments
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Hund’s metals
3 main features:

• enhanced electron correlations and masses

• orbital-selectivity of  the electron correlation strength

• high local spin configurations dominating the paramagnetic fluctuations
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compressibility enhanced: 
• in the doping zone where high-Tc happens
• at the entrance of  the Hund’s metal zone

Enhanced compressibility in BaFe2As2
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LiFeAs and its family

Pablo Villar Arribi and LdM, PRB 104, 125130 (2021)
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FeSe: Tc grows under pressure
FeSe monolayer: highest claimed Tc Tc
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FeSe with hybrid-functional DFT: quantitative accuracy 

ARPES (S.S. Huh et al., arXiV1903.08360)Our calculations
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TOMMASO GORNI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 104, 014507 (2021)

FIG. 2. In-plane interband contribution to the optical conduc-
tivity (upper panels) and thermopower (lower panels) of FeSe,
computed in the renormalized-PBE, SSMF@PBE, and SSMF@HSE
cases. Optical conductivity calculations (solid lines, upper panels)
are compared with the experimental data for 205-nm-FeSe@CaF2

at T = 100 K [64] (open circles), and for a FeSe monocrystal al
T = 120 K [65] (open squares), both subtracted of their coherent
Drude peak. A Lorentzian broadening ! = 0.06 eV has been used in
the computation of the theoretical spectra. Thermopower calculations
(solid lines, lower panels) are compared with experimental data of
FeSe polycrystals (open circles from [66], full circles from [67]), for
the temperature range above the nematic transition, occurring around
T = 90 K at ambient pressure [68].

reads as

Re["#$ (%)] = 2&e2h̄
V

BZ!

k

" +!

"!
d%# f (%#) " f (% + %#)

%

$ Tr[vk#Ak(%#)vk$Ak(% + %#)], (5)

where f (%) is the Fermi function, Ak(%) is the spectral
function matrix, and vmm#

k# are the velocity matrix elements
computed within the Peierls approximation [69,70]. Within
SSMF quasiparticles have infinite lifetime, which implies an
unbroadened Drude peak in optics, an artificial feature in this
context. We thus examine only the interband contributions to
the optical conductivity [71], so to avoid empirical fittings
of the Drude width. In the upper panels of Fig. 2 we report
the interband contribution to the in-plane optical conductiv-
ity (i.e., in the Fe-Fe plane, along the Fe-Se direction) in
the renormalized-PBE, SSMF@PBE, and SSMF@HSE case.
Optical conductivity data in IBSC are usually interpreted by
means of two different Drude peaks, describing, respectively,
the coherent and incoherent electron dynamics. We choose to
subtract only the coherent Drude peak to the experimental
data, since the experimentally fitted incoherent one, with a
broadening of h̄/' % 0.2 eV [64], might include portions of

interband transitions. From the upper panels of Fig. 2 one
can see that SSMF@HSE better reproduces the experimen-
tal trends, predicting a main absorption around 0.6 eV and
a secondary one around 0.3 eV. The higher-energy transi-
tion is detected both in the FeSe monocrystal [65], around
h̄%0 % 0.55 eV at T = 120 K, and in 205-nm-FeSe@CaF2
[64], around h̄%0 % 0.62 eV at T = 100 K, whereas a less in-
tense interband transition is reported in 205-nm-FeSe@CaF2
around h̄%0 % 0.25 eV at T = 100 K. On the contrary,
both the renormalized-PBE and SSMF@PBE optics yield an
excessively intense absorption peak between 0.3–0.4 eV, high-
lighting the crucial role played by screened Fock exchange in
reproducing not only the band structure in detail but also the
bands orbital character, which shapes—through the velocity
matrix elements—the interband optical conductivity. We fi-
nally notice that in the SSMF@HSE case a fainter interband
absorption around 0.1 eV is present and not reported by either
experiment. Its intensity and position suggest that it might
have been incorporated into the empirically-fitted incoherent
Drude peak, with a consequent overestimation of its intensity.

The Seebeck effect, i.e., the induction of a charge cur-
rent due to a thermal gradient, is a phenomenon sensitive
to the details of the electronic structure within the ther-
mal energy windows, making thermopower measurements a
standard probe for Fermi surface reconstructions and related
low-energy properties [72]. For the same reason, it provides
a very challenging playground for theoretical predictions,
where even the qualitative agreement has not to be taken
for granted [73]. In a system showing no transverse current
response, the thermopower is a diagonal tensor reading as

S## (T ) = " 1
eT

"
d((( " µ)

#
") f

)(

$
*## (()

"
d(

#
") f

)(

$
*## (()

, (6)

where e is the absolute value of the electron charge, and both
the chemical potential µ and the derivative of the Fermi func-
tion f (() are meant at their temperature-T value. The integrals
in Eq. (6) involve the transport distribution function *#$ (() =
2& h̄
V

%
k Tr[vk#Ak(()vk$Ak(()] that we evaluate within SSMF.

This is a quite rough approximation, since it implies a con-
stant relaxation time that simplifies between numerator and
denominator in Eq. (6). Furthermore, we neglect phonon-drag
effects. The in-plane thermopower as a function of tempera-
ture is shown in the lower panels of Fig. 2, compared with
experimental data on polycrystalline samples. Local correla-
tions alone are unable to predict the correct trend and sign
over the whole temperature range, whereas the inclusion of
screened Fock exchange (SSMF@HSE) restores the correct
behavior below room temperature, where the agreement with
experiments is closer, and predicts a change of sign within the
tetragonal phase when lowering the temperature. The agree-
ment with the experimental data deteriorates as T decreases,
which can be partially explained by the lack of spin-orbit
coupling (SOC) in our calculations. Indeed, band splittings up
to 20 meV have been related to SOC in FeSe [10,25,57,74,75],
enough to affect the low-temperature behavior of the Seebeck
coefficient (see dashed line in the last panel of Fig. 2 and
Supplementary Material [42]).
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FIG. 1. Calculated band dispersion along the MY -!-MX path
(solid lines) on top of the corresponding ARPES dispersions from
Ref. [54] (grayscale), and kz = 0 Fermi surface of FeSe, shown in the
2-Fe Brillouin zone. The xy orbital weight is represented in a color
scale going from blue (zero weight) to orange (maximum weight).
Upper panel: PBE case renormalized by a constant factor 1/Z =
6. Upper-middle panel: SSMF@PBE solution with local interac-
tion parameters U = 4.2 eV and J/U = 0.20. Lower-middle panel:
SSMF@HSE solution with local interaction parameters U = 5.0 eV
and J/U = 0.20. Only the latter reproduces correctly the shrinking of
the Fermi pockets, the sinking of the xy band at !, and the band dis-
persions. In the two bottom panels, the SSMF mass renormalizations
for fixed J/U = 0.20 are reported for both reference Hamiltonians
considered. The Hund metal region is shaded in blue.

A crucial consequence of this band rearrangement is the net
reduction of the size of the Fermi pockets, pointing towards
static nonlocal Coulomb effects as the most likely pocket-
shrinking mechanism in FeSe. Furthermore, the competing
dynamical nonlocal scenario has been recently shown to be
quite ineffective in FeSe, even when accounting for realistic
nonlocal dynamical fluctuations [60]. We remark that the ob-
served Fermi surface shrinking is a multiband effect, with the
xz/yz pockets being more sensitive to local dynamical corre-
lations and the xy pockets more affected by nonlocal static

effects, as long as the local correlations are strong enough to
place FeSe in the Hund metal phase [42].

Finally, a relevant point that has never been explicitly
addressed in the literature to our knowledge is the lack of
compensation (between the volumes of the hole and elec-
tron pockets, due to the Luttinger theorem for Fermi liquids)
inferred from ARPES measurements (see Table 1 in the
Supplemental Material [42]). The experimentally reported
volumes of the xz/yz electron and hole pockets tend to com-
pensate one another, therefore the volume of the xy electron
pocket is expected to be compensated by a corresponding
hole pocket, which however has always escaped detection.
The general difficulty in resolving the xy bands in ARPES
[25], together with the prediction of a high xy scattering rate
[16], may lead to the conjecture that a faint, undetected xy
hole pocket is indeed present at the zone center. However, the
stark improvement in our calculated band structure produced
by the xy hole pocket sinking below the Fermi level, together
with the clear experimental detection of an xy band in the
same energy range in the low temperature phase [10], lead us
to discard the occurrence of an xy hole pocket in FeSe, and to
propose surface electron doping as the most likely explanation
to the lack of compensation in ARPES experiments. A precise
quantification of this doping would necessitate us to account
for finer energy scale effects such as spin-orbit coupling and
is beyond the scope of this study, we thus limit ourselves
to estimate that a rigid shift of the chemical potential in
the SSMF@HSE band structure reproduces the experimental
pocket sizes for an electron doping of about 0.1e! per Fe.

III. SPECIFIC HEAT

We now turn to the Sommerfeld coefficient "n, i.e., the
linear coefficient in the electronic specific heat as a function
of temperature. The Sommerfeld coefficient is proportional to
the bulk density of states (DoS) at the Fermi level, which is
ultimately a sensitive probe of the renormalized band struc-
ture and thus of electronic correlations [61]. Even though the
FeSe tetragonal phase is not stable below 90 K, hampering a
precise extrapolation of the specific heat to zero temperature,
a rough estimate of its Sommerfeld coefficient can be inferred
based on the low-temperature phase measurements, leading
to a value of about "n " 12 mJ mol!1 K!2 [62,63]. Compar-
ing with the ones predicted theoretically within the different
schemes, SSMF@HSE yields "n = 9.0 mJ mol!1 K!2, in
much closer agreement with the experimental estimate than
the SSMF@PBE value of "n = 36.6 mJ mol!1 K!2, or than
the (unrenormalized) PBE value of "n = 4.0 mJ mol!1 K!2.
The difference between the two correlated cases can again be
traced back to the xy band, whose positioning below the Fermi
level is further supported by this estimation.

IV. TRANSPORT PROPERTIES

In order to assess the quality of our band structure over
a broader energy range, we compute the optical conductivity
of tetragonal FeSe. Neglecting vertex corrections, its real part
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3.5 Study of strong correlation effects

3.5.1 Estimation of the value of U

As mentioned before, one of the main advantages of the Slave Spins method is that, because of its numerical efficiency,
we can explore the behaviour of the system for several possible combinations of U and J. Thus, we started by fixing
the ratio of J over U to 0.25, and the population to the expected nominal valency for Fe, i.e., n = 6.5e�/Fe. This
ratio of J over U was chosen because it has been previously found to be the most adequate one for other members
of the 122 family of IBSCs [20]. Then, doing a self-consistent calculation we obtained the value of the quasiparticle
weights Zm, the chemical potential µ, and �m for many different values of U. The next step is to use the value of these
parameters in equation 43, which allowed us to obtain a new effective fermionic Hamiltonians for each U. From these
calculations we could then obtain all the electronic properties of the system in each case. We began by calculating the
variation of the Sommerfeld coefficient and the quasiparticle weight as a function of U, as shown in fig. 12.

Recall that the DFT (U=0) estimation for � is too small by a factor of ⇠ 2 when compared to the experimental
prediction of 35mJ mol�1 K�2. We can obtain a much more accurate estimation for the value of the Sommerfeld
coefficient at � = 35.18mJ mol�1 K�2 by using U = 2.9 eV and J=0.25U. These values of U and J are remarkably
consistent with the values of U=2.7eV and J=0.25U that have been estimated before in electron- and hole-doped
BaFe2As2[19, 20].

Regarding the quasiparticle weight, we see that as the effect of electronic interaction becomes stronger, the different
d orbitals are not affected in the same way. Some orbitals become correlated faster than others, as we can see by the
different decrease rates of the quasiparticle weights. In this case, the less correlated orbital is dx2�y2 , which becomes
clearly separated from the other four orbitals. Among the remaining orbitals, dxz and dyz are slightly less correlated
than dz2 and dxy which remain nearly degenerate for all values of U.

We can identify three regions on figure 12b according to the relative strength of electronic interaction: At small U,
there is the normal metal region, where the effective quasiparticle mass of the different orbitals remains degenerate.
At very high U, there is the Hund’s metal region with high effective quasiparticle masses and high orbital selectivity,
close to the Mott transition. And, in between these values there is a crossover region separating the normal metal
phase from Hund’s metal.

At U = 2.9 eV, the system lies in the crossover region between the normal metal and Hund’s metal phases, and it
is already considerably correlated as it can be seen by the quasiparticle weights. For four out of the five d orbitals, Z
is already around 1/2, while the less correlated dx2�y2 is found at Z ⇠ 0.65.

An important difference with the case of BaFe2As2 is that, in that case, dx2�y2 and dz2 are the least strongly
correlated orbitals. While in our case, dx2�y2 remains the least strongly correlated orbital but, interestingly, dz2

becomes the most strongly correlated one.

(a) (b)

Figure 12: (a) Sommerfeld coefficient � and (b) orbital quasiparticle weight Zm as a function of U for LaFe2As2 with its nominal
filling of 6.5 electrons per Fe, and J/U = 0.25. In (a) the value of the DOS was estimated using two methods, which serve to
give an error estimation. The black lines show the experimental value of � found by [7] and U = 2.9 eV.

3.5.2 Electronic structure of LaFe2As2 including the effects of strong correlations

Figure 13 shows all the electronic properties of the system, recalculated at value of U that has been determined. Notice
that, while de size of the central structures increased at � and Z 0, the shapes of the Fermi surfaces remained mostly
unchanged.

In order to better understand the modifications in the band structure and the density of states, we also plotted the
new result together with the original result from the 10 Wannier orbital model (fig. 14). From this comparison, we
see that the band dispersion was significantly reduced, as states became much more localized in the case of U = 2.9
eV, J = 0.25U . The original DOS spanned ⇠ 3.6 eV around the Fermi energy, whereas the model corrected for strong
correlation effects spans only ⇠ 2.3 eV around the Fermi level.
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compressibility enhanced: 
• in the doping zone where high-Tc happens
• at the entrance of  the Hund’s metal zone

Enhanced compressibility: Fermi liquid
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In an isotropic Fermi liquid:

� =
�0/Z

1 + F s
0

If  c diverges for a finite Z   à F0
s < 0 

à attraction (q=0, w -> 0) between quasiparticles

• Phase separation à superconductivity scenario very much studied in the 90’s for Cuprates
cfr:   Emery, Kivelson and Lin, PRL 64, 475 (1990)

Grilli et al. PRL 67, 259 (1991)
Castellani, Di Castro and Grilli, PRL 75, 4650 (1995) , …

⇤(q ! 0,! = 0) =
1

Z(1 + F s
0 )

à enhanced   ~ c

•

In this region not only the quasiparticle energies are renormalized non-trivially,
but also their interactions (mutual and with low-energy bosons)!

Enhanced compressibility and superconductivity

• in presence of  some electron-boson coupling (e.g. electron-phonon):
(Ward identity for the density vertex)
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Hund’s phenomenology analogous to the 5-orbital (and 3-orbital) case and to the 
realistic simulations for the Fe-superconductors: generic

Hund’s metal frontier: 2-orbital Hubbard model
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1st-order Mott transition at T=0 due to J
M. Chatzieletheriou, et al. in preparation (2021) 

2-orbitals, density-density interaction, 
J/U=0.25 – half-filling 
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1st-order Mott transition at T=0 due to J
M. Chatzieletheriou, et al. in preparation (2021) 

2-orbitals, density-density interaction, 
J/U=0.25 – half-filling 
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1st-order Mott transition at T=0 due to J
M. Chatzieletheriou, et al. in preparation (2021) 

2-orbitals, density-density interaction, 
J/U=0.25 – half-filling 
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1st-order Mott transition at T=0 due to J
M. Chatzieletheriou, et al. in preparation (2021) 

2-orbitals, density-density interaction, 
J/U=0.25 – half-filling 
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Mott 1st order à Phase Separation and QCP
M. Chatzieletheriou, et al. in preparation (2021) 

2-orbitals, density-density interaction, 
J/U=0.25 – half-filling
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Mott 1st order à Phase Separation and QCP
M. Chatzieletheriou, et al. in preparation (2021) 

2-orbitals, density-density interaction, 
J/U=0.25 – half-filling
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Landau analysis
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Z ⌘ 2hSx

m�i = mx/M

<latexit sha1_base64="ht80viHOuZFzkm5nNVhjM9WG1o8=">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</latexit>

Hs = h
sc
X

m�

S
x
m� +Hint[S

z]
<latexit sha1_base64="uIZrhjzXgMRbzowAOm5VA8Jxso0=">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</latexit>

hsc = 8✏0hSx
m�i

<latexit sha1_base64="Fp/qrdfRZnG3LTqQ0xb9qHnTNN8=">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</latexit>

+hext

X

m�

Sx
m�

<latexit sha1_base64="G+JnVHfcPJ0CEejt2FhzD8ZQXrY=">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</latexit>

�(mx) = E(hext(mx))� hext(mx)mx

<latexit sha1_base64="MMoWqnEhEVUSkIDaKkfYForLca8=">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</latexit>

E(hext) = hHs + hext

X

m�

S
x
m�i

<latexit sha1_base64="fK491Be9KmhvIed77VpVd3Q/kNI=">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</latexit>

@�

@mx
= �hext

Mott order parameter:
slave-spin magnetization

external driving field

Slave-Spin Mean Field equations (half-filling)

The extremal points of  G give the equilibrium solutions

Gibbs free energy



1st order due to ground-state splitting

<latexit sha1_base64="fp/b4e2gYjkXFxEZGqG4MemJtuU=">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</latexit>

hext = � @�

@mx
= �2�2mx � 4�4m

3
x

<latexit sha1_base64="/bskAIC3yMnVUH7JzLuA02WzQxU=">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</latexit>

h̃ = hext + hsc
<latexit sha1_base64="YtsKcu5zR6qakAQ1kwBguD+Vpcg=">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</latexit>

E = e2h̃
2 + e4h̃

4

<latexit sha1_base64="41K40rvecjHzLP5pTurigRh1G8I=">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</latexit>

mx =
@E

@h̃
= 2e2h̃+ 4e4h̃

3

<latexit sha1_base64="JHQRc4UM1mF8yhnSTvsHDAlG3Rw=">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</latexit>

h̃ = 1/(2e2)mx � 4e4/(2e2)
4m3

x
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à g4 has the same sign than e4

The sign of  e4 (and thus the 1st order nature of  the Mott transition) is determined by the 
small denominator due to the splitting ~O(J) of  the atomic ground-state multiplet
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Extension of  the instability with symmetry breaking
3 orbitals with crystal-field splitting 5 orbitals with crystal-field splitting
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Instability range is wider for:
• larger number of  orbitals
• larger crystal-field splitting
• density-density interaction
i.e. lower symmetry 
helps!



2D Hubbard model for Cuprates

related to the opening of the Mott gap (Fig. 4). Finally, the peak to
peak distance for the pseudogap does not extrapolate, as d R 0, to the
Mott gap, just as is observed in experiment30.

T* as the Widom line. Now we move to the relationship between the
pseudogap and the Widom line emanating from the critical point at
finite doping. Fig. 4 shows in the T 2 d plane the doping evolution of
the various T*, identified above as inflection points in A(v 5 0)
along constant T or constant d paths, and as inflection points in
x(T) and Probsinglet(T) at constant d. The different T* lines for the
pseudogap move closer to each other along the Widom line as we
approach the critical endpoint. The interrelation between T* and
Widom line is our main finding. Therefore our work shows that
the dynamic crossover associated with the buildup of the pseu-
dogap is concomitant with a crossover in the thermodynamic
quantities, as observed in supercritical fluids. The organizing
principle of these phenomena is the Widom line. One can thus
interpret T* as the Widom line, or, equivalently, consider the
Widom line as a thermodynamic signal of T*. Our results suggests
that all indicators (both thermodynamic and dynamic) of the
pseudogap temperature scale T* should approach each other with
increasing doping, joining a critical endpoint of a first-order
transition, which thereby appears as the source of anomalous
behavior. In this view, pseudogap and strongly correlated Fermi
liquid are separated from each other at low temperature by a first-
order transition and are thus two distinct states of matter, just as
liquid and gas are two distinct states, or phases.

Discussion
Common theories to explain the pseudogap phase include the pres-
ence of rotational and/or spatial broken-symmetry phases as an
essential ingredient. By contrast, in our approach the pseudogap is
a consequence of large screened Coulomb repulsion that leads to
strong singlet correlations in two dimensions reminiscent of resonat-
ing valence bond physics27. Competing phases are not necessary to
obtain a pseudogap. The pseudogap phase can however be unstable
to such phases. We therefore provide a new and generic mechanism
for the pseudogap in doped Mott insulators, according to which the
pseudogap state is a new state of matter, whose characteristic tem-
perature T* corresponds to the Widom line arising above a first-
order transition.

The Mott transition is often masked by broken-symmetry states.
Similarly, our finite-doping transition is masked by the supercon-
ducting phase for instance31. Nevertheless the rapid crossover be-
tween pseudogap and metallic phases observed above the broken-
symmetry states is accessible and can be controlled by the Widom
line. Such rapid change in dynamics is a hallmark of the Widom
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Figure 3 | T* from spin susceptibility and plaquette eigenstates. (a), probability of the following plaquette eigenstates as a function of temperature, for
several values of doping: the singlet | N 5 4, S 5 0, K 5 (0, 0)æ and the triplet | N 5 4, S 5 1, K 5 (p, p)æ (squares and triangles respectively), where N, S, K
are the number of electrons, the total spin and the cluster momentum of the plaquette eigenstate. (b), the zero-frequency spin susceptibility
x T! "~

! b
0 Sz t! "Sz 0! "h idt as a function of temperature for several values of doping. Sz is the projection of the total spin of the plaquette along the z

direction. The inflection point of these curves as a function of T, marked by a solid symbol, is our estimate of T*. Data are for U 5 6.2.
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Figure 4 | Pseudogap temperature T* along the Widom line. T – d phase
diagram for U 5 6.2 (see Supplementary Fig. S3 for the T – m phase
diagram). The pseudogap temperature scale T* is computed from the
inflection point along paths at constant d of A(v 5 0)(line with green
circles), x(T) (magenta circles) and Probsinglet(T) (cyan circles). The
T* line appears as soon as the Mott insulator is doped and joins the critical
endpoint (Tp, dp) (orange circle) of a first-order transition away from half-
filling, closely following the Widom line (red line with triangles) that
emanates from the critical endpoint. The critical point moves to large
doping and low temperatures with increasing U12,13. The hatched region
corresponds to the instability region bounded by the spinodals.
Extrapolations to T 5 0 are a guide to the eye. On the right vertical axis we
convert into physical units by using t 5 0.35 eV.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Doping (!) dependence of averaged
dx2!y2 -wave superconducting correlations P̄x2!y2 and peak values of
spin structure factors S(qpeak) for U/t = 10 and V = J = 0. Doping
rate ! is defined as ! = 1 ! Ne/Ns, where Ne (Ns) represents the
number of electrons (system size). We note that the incommensurate
spin orders or stripe phases are not found in the relevant doping
region ! ! 0.2, even when we employ large sublattice structures.
We also note that the charge structure factors have no significant
peak at q "= 0. (b) Doping dependence of condensation energy "E.
The condensation energy is defined as "E = (ESC ! ENormal)/Ns,
where ESC (ENormal) is the total energy of the superconducting
phase (normal phase). The calculations are performed for sizes of
Ns = 12 # 12,14 # 14,16 # 16 on the square lattice, and we confirm
that the finite-size effects are negligibly small. The shaded region
denotes the PS region and the black dashed line represents the
spinodal point. Details of PS are shown in the main text and Fig. 3.
The superconducting phase without PS remains only in the yellow
region. In the present plots and the plots in the later figures, the
error bars indicate the estimated statistical errors of the Monte Carlo
sampling.

0.1. The antiferromagnetic quantum critical point (AFQCP)
where the antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations diverge appears
at ! $ 0.18. The d-wave superconductivity coexists with the
antiferromagnetism in the ground state for ! ! 0.18. The
coexistence has been theoretically studied before in several
different contexts [8,10,39,40]. The coexistence is basically
consistent with the multilayer cuprates [2], where the PS may
be suppressed by the interlayer self-doping.

To examine the effects of charge fluctuations, the doping
dependence of the chemical potential µ is shown in Fig. 3,
where the uniform charge susceptibility #c % dn/dµ monitors
the charge fluctuation. (See Appendix E for the charge
structure factor in the PS region.) The spinodal point of doping
(!s), where charge fluctuations diverge (#!1

c = 0), is found
to increase at larger U . Accordingly, the PS region becomes
wider by increasing U/t . If we enforce the charge uniformity,
the superconducting correlation has a maximum at around
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Doping dependence of chemical poten-
tial for U/t = 4,8,6,10, V = J = 0, and system sizes L =
6,8,10,12,14,16, where Ns = L # L. We note that different size
results are essentially on the same curve. For U/t = 4, our mVMC
successfully reproduces the results of quantum Monte Carlo (QMC)
represented by black crosses [4]. By fitting the chemical potential
with the second-order polynomials, we estimate the spinodal point,
where (dn/dµ)!1 = 0. We also estimate the PS region (! < !1st)
by performing Maxwell’s construction using the fitted second-order
polynomials. Maxwell’s construction for U/t = 10 is shown by the
(black) dotted line. For U/t = 10, we estimate that the PS occurs
for ! < !1st $ 0.195. We also estimate that the spinodal point, in
which the charge compressibility diverges (#!1

c = 0), is located at
!s $ 0.178 for U/t = 10. To ensure the existence of the PS, we
further perform the first-step power Lanczos calculations (see Fig. 19
in Appendix F) and confirm that the Lanczos step changes µ little.
This result indicates that little improvement of energy affects the PS
region.

!s $ 0.14 (the spinodal point depicted by the dashed black line
in Fig. 2) for U/t = 10. This indicates that the enhanced charge
fluctuations stabilize the superconducting phase at around half
filling.

However, if the long-range Coulomb interaction is sup-
pressed as in the Hubbard model, the present result indicates
that in a wide region of the nominal doping concentration, the
system undergoes a real-space PS into the antiferromagnetic
Mott insulator and the superconducting region with the pinned
Tc. This prediction is in striking agreement with the recent
interfacial superconductivity [3].

B. Effects of intersite interactions

Here, to control the charge fluctuations, we
introduce nearest-neighbor Coulomb interactions V
(HV = V

!
&i,j' ninj ), which inevitably exit in real materials.

(See also Appendix A for previous studies.) As we see in
Fig. 4, although a small V/t = 1 drastically shrinks the PS
region (gray shaded region), the antiferromagnetic ordered
moment and the AFQCP do not change appreciably. Although
the superconducting correlations show a peak around the
AFQCP, the condensation energy is largely reduced to almost
zero, as shown in the inset of Fig. 4. This result supports
the fact that the superconducting phase is predominantly
stabilized by the enhanced charge fluctuations. We note that
the next-nearest hopping t ( destabilizes the superconductivity
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large particle-hole asymmetry [34], as found in experi-
ments [61]; On the other side of the transition, at large
doping, superconductivity emerges from the normal-state
correlated metal, and the superconducting density of states
at low frequency close to the normal-state transition is
particle-hole symmetric. Our contribution is to link the
features of the superconducting density of states to the
underlying normal-state first-order transition.

Superconductivity from Mott physics.—The above
analysis shows that superconductivity arises by approach-
ing the Mott insulator as a function of both the interaction
strength and the doping. The two routes to create super-
conductivity are related, as sketched by the (U,!, T) phase
diagram in Fig. 4. The critical end point (!p, Tp), hidden
by the superconducting phase in the (!, T) plane of that
figure, is connected to the familiar Mott end point (UMIT,
TMIT) at half filling (see dotted line in Fig. 4). The latter
appears above the superconducting phase. Recent work at
half filling [35] did not find a direct transition between the
superconductor and the Mott insulator.

Previous CDMFT works [25,27–29,31,34,62] at zero
temperature reported a doping dependence of the order
parameter ! similar to the one found here, but the doping
dependence of Td

c could only be surmised. Our contribu-
tion is to show that Td

c does not scale with !!"" when a
pseudogap is the underlying normal state. Td

c remains finite
as the Mott insulator is approached, implying that Mott
physics does not suppress Td

c even though it suppresses the
order parameter. In the region where there is a normal-state
pseudogap, Td

c represents a local pair-formation [57,58]
temperature scale that is distinct from both T# and the

actual superconducting long-range phase coherence Tc.
In addition, we find that a classical, not quantum, critical
point at finite temperature between a pseudogap and a
correlated metal [51–53] continues to control the distinct
pseudogap physics above Td

c , even though the supercon-
ducting phase replaces the normal-state first-order transi-
tion at low temperature. This finding has to be contrasted
with the quantum critical point reported in previous work
[63]. Because those calculations were limited to high
temperatures, they did not detect the normal-state first-
order transition.
The phase diagram as a function of interaction strength,

doping, and temperature that we found shows that a tran-
sition directly to the superconducting state from a Mott
insulator is possible at the dynamical mean-field level,
whether the transition is bandwidth or doping driven.
Since Td

c is finite at infinitesimal doping, the transition
appears as first order in both cases. Hence, the experimen-
tally observed drop of Tc at low doping must come from
mechanisms not included here, such as long wavelength
fluctuations [46–50], competing order [42], or disorder
[59,60]. Long-wavelength fluctuations should be important
near the Mott transition because the order parameter de-
creases rapidly with decreasing doping, contrary to Td

c , yet
Td
c retains a role as a local pair formation temperature

FIG. 3 (color online). Low frequency part of the local density
of states #!!" atU $ 6:2t, T=t $ 1=100 for the normal state and
the superconducting state (red dashed and blue solid lines). For
" % 0:01, 0.03, 0.04 [panels (a), (b), (c), respectively] the super-
conducting state emerges from the underlying normal-state
pseudogap metal. It inherits a strong particle-hole asymmetry.
For " % 0:06 the superconducting state emerges from a corre-
lated normal-state metal, and the density of states, near the
transition, approximately recovers particle-hole symmetry at
low frequency.

FIG. 4 (color online). Schematic temperature—chemical-
potential—interaction strength phase diagram based on
CDMFT solution of the two-dimensional Hubbard model. Cuts
at particle-hole symmetry (! $ 0) and at constant U >UMIT are
shown. Since we set t0 $ 0, the phase diagram is symmetric with
respect to the ! $ 0 plane. The first-order transition between a
metal and a Mott insulator in the ! $ 0 plane is connected with
the first-order transition between the pseudogap and a correlated
metal in the U >UMIT plane [51,52]. Tp begins at TMIT. The
superconducting temperature Td

c , delimiting the region where !
is nonzero, is also shown. In the phase diagram, the super-
conducting phase emerges from the normal state metal close
to the Mott insulator.
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Figure 10. (a) Filling, n, versus chemical potential, m, for T = 0.077t, Nc = 16, U = 6t and various
t ! is shown in solid lines and the compressibility, dn/dm, in dashed lines. A critical filling, identified
by the peak in the compressibility, appears at higher temperatures and fillings as t ! is increased.
The inset shows the t ! dependence of the critical filling, nc. (b) Schematic phase diagram of the
Hubbard model in the m, t ! and T space (neglecting superconductivity). The classical critical point
turns asymptotically into a QCP as t ! " 0. (Online version in colour.)

Let us discuss now how this phase separation, which occurs at finite
temperature, is related to quantum criticality. The key parameter is the next-
nearest-neighbour hopping, t !. For t ! = 0, there is no evidence for phase separation
at finite T , but such a phase separation occurs for positive t !. Khatami et al. [43]
performed a systematic analysis of the phase diagram of the extended Hubbard
model as a function of t !. As shown in figure 10a, the compressibility, cc = dn/dm,
exhibits a peak for all positive t ! at a critical filling that depends on t !. The width
of the peak measures the distance from the critical temperature: the sharper
the peak, the closer to Tc the employed temperature is. We see that the critical
temperature increases with t ! and it starts from Tc = 0 at t ! = 0. These results
point to the phase diagram of figure 10b. At a positive t !, a charge separation
occurs at temperatures T < Tc(t !) and at a critical filling nc(t !) between an
incompressible and insulating ML and a compressible metallic MG. Right at Tc,
there is a terminating second-order critical point. By decreasing t !, this second-
order critical point is pushed down to lower temperatures. Presumably, the line
of second-order critical points terminates at the QCP.

Such a scenario constitutes a new path to quantum criticality as it is
closely tied to charge fluctuations rather than spin fluctuations. However,
numerous simulations suggest that a finite positive t ! enhances antiferromagnetic
correlations, and since phase separation is only present for t ! > 0, it suggests
that it is driven by strong spin correlations. In addition, previous simulations
incorporating Holstein phonons to the Hubbard model found that phonons also
enhance the phase-separation instability [44]. As t !/t " 0 (and the electron–
phonon coupling vanishes), the phase-separation critical point approaches zero
temperature, becoming a QCP. Here, the first-order behaviour is absent from the
phase diagram (figure 4b), leaving only the adiabatic path from the ML to the
MG, which passes through the supercritical region, which is now the QC region.
The crossover scale TX and the pseudo-gap scale T # are now understood as the
boundaries of the QC region. As we cross the line of T # from the QC region

Phil. Trans. R. Soc. A (2011)
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Unified scenario: high Tc at the frontier between weak and selective correlations
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BaFe2As2: experimental phase diagram
10

FIG. 13: (Color online) (Top panel) Magnetic and structural
phase diagram of electron-doped Ba(Fe1�xCox)2As2 and hole-
doped Ba1�xKxFe2As2 with the superconducting critical tem-
peratures, Tc (squares), Néel temperatures, TN (stars) and
structural transition temperatures, Ts (circles). The x-axis
is normalized to the charge carrier per iron atom. Data for
the electron-doped side where the transition temperatures are
represented with open symbols are taken from Ref [50]. The
error bars for TN and Ts values in the hole-doped side are
within the symbols. The dashed line enveloping the super-
conducting dome represents the Lindhard function taken from
Ref [33]. (Bottom panel) Charge carrier dependence of the As-
Fe-As bond angles for both electron- and hole-doping. Solid
triangles represent the results of our neutron di�raction study
at 1.7K for the hole-doped Ba1�xKxFe2As2. At this temper-
ature one of the As-Fe-As angles splits due to orthorhombic
distortion below x = 0.3. Therefore, we took the average of
these two splitting angles. The As-Fe-As bond angle data for
the electron doped side is taken from Ref [51]. Solid lines are
guide to the eye.

electrons [45]. However, the idea of microscopic phase co-
existence was more controversial in Ba1�xKxFe2As2 be-
cause of local probe measurements that seemed to indi-
cate a phase separation into mesoscopic regions of mag-
netism and superconductivity [30,31]. Since the most re-
cent µSR data are also consistent with microscopic phase
coexistence [32], it appears that the earlier reports may
have been due to compositional fluctuations close to the
phase boundaries and that microscopic phase coexistence
has now been confirmed.

Finally, we discuss the electron-hole asymmetry in the
phase diagram, shown in Fig. 13, where we have added
data from the literature [50,51] to allow a comparison
with the more commonly studied electron-doped super-
conductors. In this phase diagram, the x-axis is normal-
ized to the number of charge carriers per Fe atom. Neu-
pane et al have recently suggested that this asymmetry is
due to di�erences in the e�ective masses of the hole and

electron pockets [33]. This is justified by ARPES data
that show that hole doping can be well described within a
rigid band approximation [52]. An ab initio calculation of
the Lindhard function of the non-interacting susceptibil-
ity at the Fermi surface nesting wavevector shows exactly
this asymmetry, with a peak at x � 0.4 where the max-
imum Tc occurs. Our recent inelastic neutron scattering
measurements of the resonant spin excitations that are
also sensitive to Fermi surface nesting have shown a simi-
lar correlation between the strength of superconductivity
and the mismatch in the hole and electron Fermi surface
volumes [34], that is responsible for the fall of the Lind-
hard function at high x. An overall envelope may be
drawn (dashed line in Fig. 13) to encompass both the
hole and electron superconducting domes of the phase
diagram. If anything, the Lindhard function underesti-
mates the asymmetry, predicting a larger superconduct-
ing dome on the electron-doped side. We attribute this
behavior to the fact that the iron arsenide layers remain
intact in the potassium substituted series, whereas Co
substitution for Fe disturbs the contiguity of the FeAs4
tetrahedra and interferes with superconductivity in these
layers.

Interestingly, the maximum overall Tc also correlates
with the perfect tetrahedral angle of � 109.5⇥ as demon-
strated in the bottom panel of Fig. 13. In the plot, aver-
age <As-Fe-As> bond angles for our K-substituted series
have been extracted from the Rietveld refinements. The
As-Fe-As bond angles for BaFe2�xCoxAs2 are extracted
from the literature [51]. The continuity of the bond an-
gles across the electron-doped and hole-doped sides of the
phase diagram is remarkable and the crossing of the two
independent angles at x � 0.4 to yield a perfect tetrahe-
dron and maximum Tc is clear. This has been remarked
before in other systems [35,53]. It is possible that these
two apparently distinct explanations for the maximum
Tc are two sides of the same coin. In a theoretical anal-
ysis of the 1111 compounds [38], it has been suggested
that the pnictogen height is important in controlling the
energies of di�erent orbital contributions to the d-bands
and so a�ect the strength of the interband scattering that
produces superconductivity.

We now turn our attention to the SDW region of the
phase diagram. While it is clear that spin-density-wave
order has to be suppressed in order to allow supercon-
ductivity to develop, it is not immediately clear what
is responsible for the suppression. Both the strength of
magnetic interactions and superconductivity, at least in
an itinerant model, depend on the same Lindhard func-
tion [54], the former on the peak in the susceptibility at
the magnetic wavevector, and the latter on an integral
over the Fermi surfaces. It would seem therefore that
the magnetic transition temperature should also peak
at x � 0.4. One intriguing reason why it would peak
at x = 0 is because magnetic order is more sensitive
to disorder-induced suppression of the peak susceptibil-
ity whereas superconductivity is more robust. There is
some support for this idea from the observation that iso-

-0.4          -0.2           0.0           0.2 
Charge Carriers/Fe 

SC SC 

 AF 

KFe2As2 Ba1-2xK2xFe2As2 Ba(Fe1-xCox)2As2 
BaFe2As2 

weakly renormalized

see also: Werner et al., “A spin-freezing view on Cuprates”, Phys. Rev. B 94, 245134 (2016)
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• Hund’s metals: high local moments, enhanced, selective correlations
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• Hund’s induced phase-separation/enhanced qp interactions at 
Hund’s metal frontier, could favor superconductivity
LdM, Hund’s induced Fermi-liquid instabilities and enhanced quasiparticle interactions
PRL 118, 167003 (2017)
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Conclusions and References

Is local many-body physics at the Hund’s metal 
frontier the BOOSTER of  superconductivity in Fe-

superconductors?  Analogy with Cuprates?
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• The charge instability is due to a quick unquenching of  local fluctuations
• First-order Mott transition at half-filling induces a QCP at finite doping
• Hund’s coupling degeneracy lifting is the cause
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!!/2, the double occupancy D!"n!n"# and the local DOS
at Fermi surface $(0) are plotted versus U for several tem-
peratures in Figs. 2%a&, 2%b&, and 2%c&, respectively. In Fig.
2%a&, "G(!/2) decreases monotonously when U increases at
T!0.04. As the temperature decreases, it decays more rap-
idly in the intermediate U regime. At T!0.025, a singular
point arises at U!2.34 where the slope diverges. Below this
temperature, the curve is still continuous, but has a
‘‘Z’’-shaped structure. With decreasing temperature, the
curve is compressed along "G(!/2) axis and the coexisting
regime extends along the U axis. This leads to a more pro-
nounced multiple-valued structure. We do not find slowing
down of this tendency as temperature is lowered down to T
!0.0025. Similar temperature evolution behaviors are also
observed in D"U 'Fig. 2%b&( and $(0)"U 'Fig. 2%c&(

curves. Within our numerical precision, the three kinds of
curves produce the same value of critical point (Uc , Tc) and
the same boundaries of coexistence regimes for T#Tc . This
is consistent with our conclusion that the unanalytical struc-
ture is universal for all thermodynamical quantities. The
critical temperature Tc and interaction Uc are thus estimated
to be Tc)0.025, Uc)2.34, which agree quite well with that
obtained from QMC: Tc!0.026$0.003, Uc!2.38$0.02.8
At the critical point, all three quantities have divergent slopes
with respective to U. From Figs. 2%a&–2%c&, the boundaries of
coexistence regime Uc1(T) and Uc2(T) are easily obtained,
in contrast to previous approaches.10,15,17
The double occupancy D is of special thermodynamical

significance. The free energy can be evaluated by integrating
along the D–U lines in Fig. 2%b&:

F%U ,T &!F%0,T &%!
0

U
D%U!,T &dU!. %3&

In Fig. 2%b&, D"U curves have similar unanalytical behavior
with v–P isotherms of van der Waals equation. At T*Tc ,
the curves of D–U are similar with those from IPT23 and
QMC.8 The Mott critical point (Uc , Tc) was studied in de-
tail by QMC8 and Landau theory of phase transition.23 At 0
#T#Tc , three solutions coexist in a regime around Uc . We
compare free energies of the three solutions for a fixed U and
find that the phase with intermediate D has the highest free
energy. For the metallic %with largest D) and the insulating
%with smallest D) phases, their free energies cross at the
point U!U*(T), i.e., FM(U*,T)!FI(U*,T). We solved
this equation numerically to determine U*(T). As U passes
by U* from below, a stable metallic phase 'FM(U ,T)
#FI(U ,T)( transits into a stable insulating phase
'FI(U ,T)#FM(U ,T)( %see Fig. 3&. This transition is accom-
panied with a finite jump +D of the double occupancy D,
which is determined by the Maxwell construction line as
shown in Fig. 2%b&. Hence the MIT at finite temperatures is
identified as a generic first-order phase transition. At T
#Tc , it is interesting that there is a discontinuous jump in
the slope of the D"U curve at U!Uc1(T). At this point,
,F/,U!D is continuous but ,2F/,U2! ,D/,U is discon-
tinuous. It means that the transition is of second order. This
singularity is directly evolved from that of the critical point
(Uc ,Tc) as temperature decreases. It turns out that the
second-order MIT at T!Tc does not disappear in the regime
T#Tc , but persists to the absolute zero temperature at a
metastable level. This feature of MIT is not unique among
the first-order phase transitions. In the double-exchange
model for manganites, a similar feature was observed in the
isotherm of charge density n versus chemical potential -
%see Fig. 2 in Ref. 21&. There, when the phase separation
%also a typical first-order phase transition& between paramag-
netic %PM& and ferromagnetic %FM& phases appears at T
#Tc , the second-order PM–FM transition persists at the
metastable level down to zero temperature.
Now we discuss the phenomenon of critical slowing

down. In a previous QMC study of MIT,10 the critical slow-
ing down in the convergence of iteration was observed near
the boundaries of coexistence regime, and it was used as the

FIG. 2. %a& U-dependence of "G(!/2) at T!0.04, 0.025,
0.015, and 0.005. %From top to bottom on the left-hand side.& %b&
and %c& Double occupancy D 'in %b&( and DOS at Fermi surface
$(0) 'in %c&( versus U at T!0.04 %squares&, 0.025 %down triangles&,
0.015 %dots&, and 0.005 %up triangles&. Thin lines are for guiding
eyes. The thick vertical line in %b& shows Maxwell construction for
T!0.005. In small U regime, the minor deviation of $(0) at T
!0.005 from 2/.W originates from the finite-size effect.
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FIG. 2. Doping d per spin as a function of the shifted chemical
potential m 2 U!2 for various T . Lower panel: QMC data
obtained at T ! 1!40, 1!30, 1!20, 1!16 (right to left), all above
TMIT. Upper panel: Similar data at T ! 1!64, 1!50, below
TMIT. The arrows indicate a hysteresis-like cycle obtained by
following the metallic and insulating solutions.

hysteresis-like cycle is obtained. The cycle becomes larger
at lower temperatures as the stability region of the solutions
increases. At T ! 1!64 we find that the metallic state per-
sists all the way down to zero doping at m ! U!2. This
implies that, for UMIT , U , Uc2, the mc2"T# line does
not go all the way down to T ! 0 in contrast to the case
when U . Uc2 (cf. Fig. 2).

To obtain the two solutions below TMIT, we first start at
high doping where only the metallic state exists, and then
decrease m as indicated by the left arrow in the upper panel
of Fig. 2. We use a converged solution as the input seed for
the next iteration. When the metallic solution disappears at
mc2, a sudden drop in the occupation is seen. To obtain the
other branch of the hysteresis loop, we begin with the in-
sulating solution at m ! U!2 "n ! 1# and slowly increase
m, again using the previous converged solution as seed for
the next value of m. This state is essentially incompress-
ible as n almost remains constant while increasing m. The
system is gradually doped until n jumps up at mc1, where
the insulating state becomes unstable. This procedure can
be used to map out the contour of the schematic phase dia-
gram of Fig. 1 [17].

Similar behavior was found in the two-band model, and
the results for the total occupation number n as a func-
tion of m are shown in Fig. 3. The QMC calculation was
performed at Dt ! 0.25 and U ! 3.0. At higher tempera-
tures, only one solution is present, whereas on lowering T
to 1!40 both metallic and insulating solutions coexist.

A common feature that emerges from the models is that,
in the regions where two mean-field solutions exist, the
system has two different values of n for given T and m.
Furthermore, these two solutions have different free ener-
gies and the actual thermodynamic state of the system is
that of minimum energy. Hence, a jump in the particle
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FIG. 3. Particle occupation n function of m for different tem-
peratures. in the two-band model at U ! 3.0. In the upper
panel, the temperatures are above the critical temperature while,
in the lower panel, we see coexistence at T , TMIT.

occupation is predicted at a first-order line. The determi-
nation of this line implies a precise calculation of the free
energy which, in principle, is possible but technically hard
and is outside the scope of the present work.

From the n versus m curves in Figs. 2 and 3, we com-
puted the numerical derivative of the particle number with
respect to the chemical potential to obtain charge com-
pressibility k. The results for k21 as a function of the
temperature above TMIT (Fig. 4) indicate that k21 ! 0 as
we approach the critical (thick solid) line in Fig. 1.

We also mention that in our simulations we observed
characteristic effects of enhanced fluctuations and critical
slowing down as the MIT is approached. Hence, simu-
lations have to be done with extreme care, appropriately
choosing the seeds for the iterative process and gathering
many sample points for accurate statistics. In practice, we
use up to $105 Monte Carlo sweeps and hundreds of it-
erations to obtain converged solutions when we are close
to the second-order critical line.
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FIG. 4. The inverse compressibility k21, at a constant doping
as a function of T . Left: One-band model at U ! 2.46 with
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1.003. The solid lines are a guide to the eye.
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Compressibility Divergence and the Finite Temperature Mott Transition
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In the context of the dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) of the Hubbard model, we study the behav-
ior of the compressibility near the density driven Mott transition at finite temperatures. We demonstrate
this divergence using DMFT and quantum Monte Carlo simulations in the one-band and the two-band
Hubbard model. We supplement this result with considerations based on the Landau theory framework,
and discuss the relevance of our results to the a-g end point in cerium.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.89.046401 PACS numbers: 71.10.Fd, 71.27.+a, 71.30.+h

The Mott transition, namely, the metal-insulator transi-
tion (MIT) driven by electron-electron interactions [1], is a
fascinating phenomenon realized experimentally in many
compounds such as V2O3 and Ni!Se, S"2 [2]. The Mott
transition concept is also relevant to elements in the lan-
thanide and actinide series [3]. Viewed from a broader
perspective, the Mott transition problem forces us to de-
velop tools to describe materials where the electron is not
fully described by either a real space picture or a momen-
tum space picture, and continues to spur advances in many
body and electronic structure methods.

On the theory side, the Hubbard model is the simplest
Hamiltonian that captures some of the essential physics of
the transition. It has been intensively studied in one di-
mension, but in this limit no finite temperature phase tran-
sition can take place. In recent years, theoretical progress
has been made in the understanding of the Mott-Hubbard
transition using the DMFT [4]. In this framework, the tran-
sition can be viewed as bifurcation points of a functional
[5,6] of the local Green’s function, or of its conjugate vari-
able, the Weiss field which describes the local environment
of a correlated site.

The case of the correlation strength !U" driven MIT at
half filling (particle-hole symmetric case) is now well un-
derstood. At temperature T ! 0, there are two bifurcation
points, one denoted by Uc1!T ! 0", where the insulating
solution disappears, and the other denoted by Uc2!T ! 0",
where the metallic state disappears in a fashion reminis-
cent of the Brinkman-Rice scenario [7]. As shown in the
inset of Fig. 1, in the U-T plane, at zero doping, the phase
diagram of the frustrated Hubbard model displays a re-
gion where two mean-field solutions, one metallic- and one
insulating-like, can be obtained. This region is delimited
by the Uc1!T" and Uc2!T" bifurcation lines. Within this
region, there is a first-order MIT line [8,9] where the free
energies of the two solutions cross. The line starts out at
Uc2 for T ! 0 and ends at a finite temperature second-
order critical point !UMIT, TMIT", which has the character
of a regular Ising bifurcation with a rapid variation of the
susceptibility connected to the double occupancy [10,11].

At higher temperatures, the Uc1!T" and Uc2!T" lines be-
come crossover lines, which have a well-defined experi-
mental significance [12].

The zero temperature aspects of the doping driven MIT
were studied in [13]. It was shown that in the U-m plane
!T ! 0" there are two solutions within a region bounded
by the curves mc1!U" where the insulating solution disap-
pears, and mc2!U" where the metallic state disappears. At
T ! 0, one finds that the mc1 line ends at U ! Uc1 and
m ! U#2, and the mc2 line ends at U ! Uc2 and m !
U#2. The finite temperature aspects of the doping driven
Mott transition have not been investigated thus far. This is
the subject of our paper.

Our main interest is the behavior of the charge com-
pressibility near the doping driven Mott transition in the
paramagnetic phase at finite temperatures. We will not
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FIG. 1. Schematic phase diagram for the Hubbard model. The
cross sections shown are on the T -m plane for different values
of U . mc1 and Uc1 are the chemical potential and interaction,
respectively, at which the insulating solution gets destroyed. mc2
and Uc2 are those at which the metallic solution gets destroyed.
The dashed lines denote the first-order transition. The thick
solid lines denote the second-order lines where the compress-
ibility diverges. The black circle at !UMIT, TMIT" denotes the
second-order transition at n ! 1. The Uc2!T ! 0" end point is
denoted with a grey circle. Inset: phase diagram at particle-hole
symmetry m ! U#2 (m̃ ! 0). Solid lines denote Uc1!T" (left)
and Uc2!T" (right).
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DMFT at T=0 – method comparison
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2-orbitals, density-density interaction, J/U=0.25 – half-filling



Local fluctuations and kinetic energy
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local fluctuations 
(degeneracy of  the ground 
state vs hopping channels) 
tune the kinetic energy
(and thus the Uc)

Uc (indep bands)
Uc (2 bands J=0)Uc (2 bands J≠0)

2 bands with Uinter=Uintra :

2 bands finite Hund’s coupling :



Local fluctuations and kinetic energy

M. Chatzieletheriou, et al. PRB 102, 205127 (2020) 

Multiplet population: doping a Mott insulator frees the locked degrees of  freedom

<Uc >Uc

A sudden unlocking increases strongly 
the kinetic energy and causes a 
negative curvature of  the total energy 
vs density, i.e. a charge instability

2 orbitals



Local fluctuations and kinetic energy
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M. Chatzieletheriou, et al. PRB 102, 205127 (2020) 

no crystal-field splitting

with crystal-field splitting:

OSMT delays the unquenching 
at larger dopings

2 orbitals, density-density


